
 

 

PortToGO - Portuguese Short Term Fellowships in Obstetrics and Gynaecology 

Dear Colleagues 
 
Welcome to PortToGO! 
These are the Portuguese Short Term Fellowships in Obstetrics and Gynaecology. 
We welcome you to a 4-day observational fellowship in a Portuguese ObGyn department. 
The selected fellows will be hosted by a Portuguese resident, his/her "Ambassador", who will manage to 
provide an interesting experience during the fellowship, and who will also arrange accommodation, 
daily transport to the respective department and who will be there for  you for whatever you need 
related to the program and your stay in Portugal. 
 
Every trainee from any ENTOG member country is most welcome to run for a place. 10 residents from 
different countries will be selected and distributed all over our country. The fellowship will begin on the 
24th of September and ends on the 27th. After that, all the 10 fellows are invited to come with his 
ambassador and participate in the 10th EMIGO (Portuguese ObGyn residents national meeting), which 
will take place on the 28th and 29th. 
 
As general rules, all candidates must be a ObGyn trainee working in a ENTOG member country, must be 
able to participate in the whole program and must be committed to have a good behaviour. All selected 
fellows will be charged 100 Euros - the fellowship, the accommodation (24-28th September, daily 
transport to the department, registration to the X EMIGO and a (shared with Ambassador / other fellow) 
room during the meeting (28th to 29th) are included. All other expenses, including meals (except during 
EMIGO), visa, travel and personal expenses are not included.  
Note that we all expect you and your ambassador to have a informal relationship, so it is possible that 
you will be lodge at the ambassadors home, travel with him or her to the hospital, share room at 
EMIGO, have meals together, but also enjoy, go out, travel, have a good time to spend and explore all 
the wonders Mother Nature and the warm Latin 'Tuguese people gave to Portugal! 
 
Hundreds of years ago the Portuguese crossed the seven seas to spread their charm, so we expect you 
to come with the soul of a Conqueror and cross our beloved continent to share yours with us.  
 
To run for a place, please fill the following form until 30th june 2018. 
 
https://goo.gl/forms/M88rRN4ZYlTk0RAr2 
 
If you have any doubt, do not hesitate to contact us - pontog2007@gmail.com (www.pontog.info) 
 
 
Welcome aboard! This is your PortToGO! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pedro Brandão 
Head of LOC 
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